
 

Revolutionizing Dentistry with Modern Technology 

It is absolutely astonishing the way technology has transformed various aspects of our lives. 
Especially in the healthcare department, the modernization of equipment and appliances 
has reached a level where now everything can be done by just clicking on the computer and 
mobile devices. One such revolution has recently happened in the Dental industry. 3D 
printing has created such a use case for itself in the dental industry that now dental 
appliances like wrap around retainers, Begg appliances and much more can be created 
specifically for you without you being present at the dental clinic. 

How has technology revolutionized Dentistry? 

Traditional methods, where metal braces are used to fix the teeth of a patient, are on their 
way out. Newer methods like aligners, wrap-around retainers, and Begg appliances have 
brought a systemic change in the process of teeth fixing. To make this process even easier 
and more efficient, the usage of virtual scanning technology and 3D printing services has 
been incorporated by several dental clinics around the world.  

How does it work exactly? 

It is actually very effortless. The patient has to simply upload his/her 3D scanned image in 
STL file format on the concerned clinic website or mail them the same. Once it is done, the 
clinic uses its esteemed technology and state-of-the-art equipment to print a 3D product as 
per your diagnosis. Be it a clear aligner, Begg appliance, wrap-around retainers or 
orthodontic bite plate, this technology makes it all for you. 

Why choose virtual services over traditional in-clinic services? 

Well, honestly, in-house services are no competition to virtual services. But what if it's just 
not feasible for you to visit a clinic regularly? In this busy world, self-care often takes a 
backseat, and we need technology to make it feasible and easier for us to prioritize health 
and self-care. With a simple online 3D image scan, you can experience improved efficiency, 
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increased accuracy and significant speeding up of the process. Without having to go through 
the hassle of in-chair time and other material costs, along with the benefits of digital 
maintenance and follow-ups, one can experience a streamlined and efficient process.  

About China Orthodontic Laboratory: 

China Orthodontic Laboratory is the leading tech-enabled dental services clinic dedicated to 
providing you with the best smile orthodontics solutions. It guarantees an efficient and 
hassle-free experience with the help of modern technology and state-of-the-art equipment. 
They are committed to customer satisfaction and detailed follow-up services. 

Book an appointment now; visit http://china-ortholab.com/ 
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